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Abstract 
 This study approaches a sociological analysis for the researcher resorts to two references 
of sociology. The attempt lies in tackling some major characters in three plays: 'Pygmalion and 
"Arms and the Man" by Shaw and "Look Back in Anger" by John Osborne. Thus by applying 
such science, this study will acquire a sort of profundity if not a scientific approach for sociology 
was and still is one of the most important human sciences in treating problems and worries of 
human societies. 
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The objectives of this study: 
- To deepen and widen the reservoir of literature by introducing sociology. 
- To impart this study a sort of profundity and reliability. 
- To explore a scientific approach through applying theories of sociology to literature. 
 Applying a  sociological method in analyzing literary works is of paramount importance 
for engendering additional meanings and overtones. Hess. B.B. et al (1988, p. 163) state that in 
all societies there are three kinds of valued resources: 
- Power- the ability to impose one's will on others. 
- Prestige – respect from others. 
- Property – wealth, whether measured in land, green paper rectangles, beads, oil or yams. 
In all societies more complex than simple gathering bands, these resource are unequally 
distributed among individuals and groups. A social hierarchy is formed, because people who 
differ in their ascribed and achieved traits are evaluated differently. A hierarchy is a set of ranked 
statuses from highest to lowest.  
Philips, B. (1989, p.63) maintains that in social mobility individuals move  from lower to 
higher classes (upward mobility or from higher to lower classes (downward mobility) and 
occupations provide income as well as status. 
In applying such theory to literature, for instance, it can be seen that in Pygmalion, Eliza 
the flower-girl who  belongs to the lower class, after meeting Higgins the professor of phonetics 
who improves her pronunciation; she manages to attend the parties of the higher class to the 
extent that she was thought to be a princess.  Eliza moves through education from her lower class 
into the higher one. Consequently her circle of acquaintances differ according to upward 
mobility. In this play Shaw's message is very clear. He wants to show the importance of 
education and its role in bringing about the social change. Education can help not only in 
improving people's standard of living, but also in raising their social status and awareness of 
their human rights. Clearly enough, power and wealth can occur through education. Thus Eliza 
the simple flower – girl, at the end of the play, establishes herself in the middle class. 
In 'Arms and the Man', both Nicola and Louka are servants who belong to the lower 
class. Nicola plans to open a sop at Sofia town  after retiring from Petkoff's  service. Nicola said 
that he would be a master in his house: This means that he works towards gradual transformation 
from his present  class to the desired one which means upward movement or mobility. Ostensibly 
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Nicola works towards social change. So, the change here will be through wealth and not 
education as in the case of Eliza Doolittle. However, Louka's case is so different. She manages to 
break off Raina's  role. Therefore through Louka's marriage to Sergius, she moves upward to the 
higher class. Consequently this change is abrupt contrary to Nicola's forthcoming transformation 
to middle class which will occur through diligence and patience. Thus Louka's social change 
resembles a revolution or a coup. On analyzing Petkoffs and Saranoffs social situation, it can be 
seen that they are newly rich people as Catherine puts it: "The Petkoffs and Saranoffs are known 
as the riches and most important families in the country. Their position is almost historical. They 
can go back for twenty years". (Shaw: 1955, 83). 
This twenty years means that before this period both Petkoffs and Saranoffs belonged to 
the middle class but through wealth they  moved upward to the higher class. Hence the Petkoffs  
and Saranoffs look like Niocla's forthcoming social change-through wealth not power or 
education. 
Behaviouristically, social transformation through wealth and not education may be 
accompanied with snobbery and ignorance or even odd behaviour as in the case of Petkoff 
carrying a whip and insulting his servants or in the case of Sergius who refuses  to apologise for 
making mistakes. In 'Look Back in Anger',  Jimmy Porter who belongs to the lower class marries 
Alison who is the product of the higher class. Jimmy's social situation doesn't witness any 
transformation contrary to Louka or Eliza Doolittle or even Nicola's forthcoming social 
transformation.  The obstacle of this change lurks in Jimmy's character for he always feels that 
he is a sort of misfit in the society. Jimmy dislikes, attacks and criticizes the higher class. His  
wars continue without any truces. Through marrying Alison, he could improve his  social and 
financial condition but instead of this he makes much use of this marriage to attack Alison's 
family. Alison is unlike Louka or even Eliza, for through marrying Jimmy, she goes through a 
stage of social mobility; from a higher class to a lower one.  Helena who is Alison's friend asked 
her: "Why she married Jimmy? Alison said that when the family came back from India 
everything seemed unsettled. Her father was remote and irritable. In India the Colonel was the 
leader of the army, lived in comfort and luxury as a king. But in England, he lost that privilege. 
To conclude this study, it can be said that human societies go through many phases of 
social transformations. This transformation  sometime may be upward or downward. But man's 
patience, diligence, overriding desire and  belief in God and himself frame the corner stone of 
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this change. Therefore it is a prerequisite for us that we should do our best to live a better life and 
invariably and inevitably work towards engendering better transformation, not only in societal 
dimension in terms of wealth, education and power, but also in moral and spiritual fields so that 
we can complete the circle of humanity within us. 
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